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Abstract 

This proposed research project locates itself in the science-policy interface in the area of 
development cooperation with the overall objective to support the realisation of the 2030 
Agenda. In this setting, we aim to scientifically reflect on transnational knowledge networks 
and how transformative knowledge is created in such networks. We argue that decision 
makers, politicians, scholars and actors from civil society need more transformative knowledge 
created in transnational networks in order to achieve a transformation towards sustainability or 
pursue the implementation of the 2030 Agenda. Furthermore, we argue that transnational 
knowledge networks are a useful tool to decrease the North-South knowledge divide. We 
consider transformative knowledge as the result of a learning process which takes part in 
transnational knowledge networks. Our main research objective is to develop 
recommendations on how transnational knowledge networks can create effective knowledge 
which enables transformation towards sustainability. This outcome might be relevant for 
facilitators of transnational knowledge networks, participants or members of transnational 
knowledge networks and policymakers who set up, initiate and finance knowledge networks in 
order to receive advice for political decisions. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

To promote the goals of the 2030 Agenda means to aspire a transformation towards 
sustainability. We consider transformation along with M. Göpel (2016, p. 3), 

“as a qualitative degree of change that might happen in a system, and research seeks to 
describe typical patterns of such change processes so that they can be understood or at 
best guided. Sustainable development, on the other hand, is one possible quality of the 
outcome of a transformation process, and research supporting this normative goal seeks to 
identify and describe typical design principles that characterize sustainable systems”.  

In order to facilitate a transformation towards sustainability, scholars point at the necessity of 
knowledge that inspires and enables transformation in science, policy and civil society. This 
so-called transformative knowledge encompasses types of knowledge that may be 
characterized as „systemic, critical, generative and reflexive“ (DRIFT, 2019). We argue that 
transformative knowledge spans the three following dimensions:  1) System knowledge helps 
to understand and analyse a given problem, its genesis and the future development; 2) target 
knowledge is needed to develop a vision of what the future should be like and to determine 
desired goals; 3) transformation knowledge describes institutional, legal, technological, cultural 
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and other means to replace existing practices by new desired practices (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn 
2007, p. 36ff).    

In this research proposal, we aim to analyse the production and circulation of transformative 
knowledge in transnational and transdisciplinary knowledge networks. We argue that 
knowledge produced within networks is more likely to be transformative if it is co-produced by 
all actors, as supported by transdisciplinarity scholars (Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 2008; Lang et 
al., 2012; Wiek et al., 2012; Jahn et al. 2012).  

However, while sustainability-related knowledge production in international science 
cooperation is receiving increasing scientific attention (Schwachula, forthcoming), so far, there 
is little scientific engagement with the role of knowledge cooperation and the analysis of 
partnerships between South and North in transdisciplinary actor networks. With the proposed 
research, we aim to fill this gap. 

We conceptualize transnational knowledge cooperation here as cooperation in networks which 
provide an enabling learning atmosphere to produce transformative knowledge. Peinhardt and 
Sandler (2015, p. XII) define transnational cooperation as “strategic interaction among 
countries and other key agents (for example multilateral institutions, multinational firms, 
nongovernmental organizations and public-private partnerships)”. Transnational knowledge 
networks also bring together these key actors across countries. According to our 
conceptualisation, knowledge cooperation occurs when different actors adjust and align their 
activities and behaviour in order to obtain benefits in form of increased knowledge. Knowledge 
cooperation is thereby a broad concept that may encompass the following, interlinked 
elements (for similar categories see Phelbs & Heidel, 2012, p. 1119; Creech & Williard, 2001, 
p. 6):  

 Knowledge sharing in the sense of providing information, such as data and facts, as 
well as sharing norms and values as basis of sustainable development, and making 
these accessible to others,   

 Learning as a constructive process of acquiring and reflecting and adjusting knowledge 
and skills, and 

 Knowledge (co-)production as joint generation of new, shared knowledge. 

We thus belief that in knowledge networks, different types of knowledge are disseminated, 
adopted, reflected and adapted by different members in different processes. Beyond the 
aspects of sharing, learning and co-producing knowledge, a further essential step of converting 
knowledge networks into actors of transformation is the process of implementing knowledge. 
In line with transdisciplinarity research, we put forward that engaging decision-makers and 
practitioners into networks is key to turning knowledge into action.  

 

1.1  Research objectives 
We argue that in order to achieve a transformation towards sustainability or pursue the 
implementation of the 2030 Agenda, societies - decision makers, politicians, scholars and civil 
society actors - may substantially benefit from the knowledge co-created and circulated in 
transnational, transdisciplinary networks. However, there are manifold challenges of working 
in transnational, transdisciplinary networks that can limit their potential impact. Using a social 
constructivist lens, we therefore seek to examine how transnational, transdisciplinary 
knowledge networks can overcome these challenges and create transformative knowledge to 
support the implementation of the 2030 Agenda.  

Next to exploring the generation of sustainability-relevant transformative knowledge as 
described above, we aim to analyse the mode of knowledge co-production and partnership in 
networks. We argue that in an ideal case, transnational and transdisciplinary networks may 
contribute to decreasing the North-South knowledge divide. Knowledge circulation and co-
creation may thereby turn into a means of achieving global epistemic equality (Shamsavari, 
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2007; Smith, 2009; Santos, 2014). We thus put forward that through transdisciplinary 
knowledge co-production, through knowledge circulation and through equal participation and 
integration of diverse perspectives, traditional biases as well as knowledge gaps between the 
North and the South might decrease on the long run.  

 

1.2 Research questions 
We argue that transdisciplinary and transnational knowledge networks have the potential to 
produce transformative knowledge which may bridge North-South inequalities on the one 
hand, while contributing to the implementation of the 2030 Agenda on the other.  

In the proposed research project, we seek to assess how transnational knowledge networks 
produce transformative knowledge in order to achieve transformations towards sustainability. 
To do so, we will use the Managing Global Governance (MGG) Network as a case study, 
asking the following research questions in view of knowledge cooperation and partnership:  

 What is transformative knowledge? Which types of knowledge emerge from the MGG 
Network, and how is it produced? How does knowledge become transformative?  

 Next to different types of knowledge, which other tacit and explicit elements of 
cooperation make transformations more likely? Which role do norms, values, emotions, 
sense of belonging, or we-identity play? 

 What are conditions, challenges and success factors for transnational networks in 
producing transformative knowledge in order to promote the implementation of the 
2030 Agenda?  

 Which concepts of partnership enable transnational, transdisciplinary network to co-
produce transformative knowledge?  

 How does knowledge cooperation in transnational and transdisciplinary knowledge 
networks contribute to bridging global inequalities, such as knowledge divides? 
 
 

2. Analytical background 
 

In this section, we aim to outline the theoretical and analytical approaches that inform our 
assumptions about the role of knowledge for sustainable development, about transnational 
and transdisciplinary cooperation in networks as well as about global knowledge divides and 
the role that cooperation may play in overcoming these. These preliminary assumptions will 
function as entry points into our explorative research, but will be modified based on empirical 
findings (see section on methodology).  

 

2.1  Setting the scene: Partnerships for sustainable development  
The Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 17 points at the crucial role of partnerships to 

achieve the implementation of the 2030 Agenda. The United Nations (UN) define partnerships 

as “voluntary and collaborative relationships between various parties, both public and non-

public, in which all participants agree to work together to achieve a common purpose or 

undertake a specific task and, as mutually agreed, to share risks and responsibilities, 

resources and benefits” (UNDESA, 2015, p. 13). Collaboration between national governments, 

civil society, academia, the economic sector and others is necessary because global 

challenges are increasingly interconnected and require solutions developed and legitimated 

by multiple actors. Collaboration in partnerships is regarded as an important tool to share 

knowledge, expertise, technologies and financial resources with the aim to support transitions 

towards sustainability (UNDESA, 2015, p. 3). Working in networks is one way to create 

partnerships and a special form of multi-actor collaboration. We regard transnational 

knowledge networks as an instrument to enable, maintain and foster partnerships between the 
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Global North and the Global South. In our research design we focus on partnerships in 

transnational and transdisciplinary knowledge networks. To gain a clearer picture on which 

approach to knowledge this research design follows, the next section will elaborate this in more 

detail. Knowledge created in partnership, integrating different global perspectives, is believed 

to be crucial to achieve a transformation towards sustainability (Müller, 2017, p. 13).  

 

2.2 Enabling transformation through transnational and transdisciplinary 

knowledge networks 

A constructivist approach to knowledge underlies this research proposal. We conceptualize 

knowledge as product of social construction. No type or body of knowledge – neither lay 

expertise nor scientific research results – is impartial, objective or neutral. All types of 

knowledge emerge in social processes, and are thus coined by different social norms as well 

subjective values, shaped by different interests, world views, and perceptions of reality. Types 

of knowledge production that include different stakeholders with different types of knowledge, 

such as transdisciplinarity, are a logical consequence of depriving scientific knowledge of its 

unique position as the most objective kind of knowledge (Jasanoff 2003; Irwin 2008; Sismondo 

2008, (Weingart and Lentsch 2007). 

On this background we argue that transnational and transdisciplinary networks may lead to the 

creation of transformative knowledge, if the conditions for knowledge co-production are set 

right. As a mode of cooperation, the concept of transdisciplinarity seems to be most adequate 

to ensure a co-production of knowledge among diverse partners on equal footing: 

Transdisciplinarity entails the idea of respecting and appreciating diverse knowledges. 

Symmetric partnerships between Northern and Southern participants are strived for (among 

others: KFPE, 1998; Bradley, 2007; Stöckli et al., 2012; Wiesmann, Hurni, Ott, & Zingerli, 2011; 

Zingerli, 2010). Furthermore, transdisciplinary approaches are problem-, policy-, and/or 

impact-oriented. In all stages of the research process, partners from academia, civil society 

and policy are involved. Within the process of knowledge production, different types of 

knowledge coexist (Lang et al., 2012; Lyall, 2008; Mollinga, 2008; Pohl & Hirsch Hadorn, 

2008).  

We therefore assume transdisciplinary set ups to be conducive to the generation of 

transformative knowledge, in its “systemic, critical, generative and reflexive“ dimension 

(DRIFT, 2019). Systemic in this case implies that transformative knowledge treats systems as 

a whole. Transformative knowledge criticises the status quo and generates possible 

sustainable future scenarios and related actions. Reflexivity is a crucial feature of 

transformative knowledge in order to take the broader context as well power symmetries into 

account. Transformative knowledge is reflexive because it also considers our own position as 

well as the role of other actors within the knowledge creating process (DRIFT, 2019). The 

Dutch Research Institute for Transformation (DRIFT) also highlights that transformative 

knowledge is as result of a learning process. Supporting the learning process, providing spaces 

for co-creation and setting up an enabling learning atmosphere are crucial to increase the 

potential to produce transformative knowledge (Reiber, forthcoming). 

 

3. Challenges of transnational and transdisciplinary knowledge 
production networks   

The following sections describe the challenges of transnational and transdisciplinary 
knowledge networks.  
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3.1 Power shapes transnational knowledge production: North-South knowledge 
divides  

Although collective action in form of transnational knowledge cooperation is a way to achieve 

solutions that are impossible to reach by one actor alone (Peinhardt & Sandler, 2015), this 

form of cooperation also is not free of challenges. North-South knowledge divides can be 

considered as one of the challenges.  

In research so far a strong focus has been put on the „knowledge gaps“ between the South 

and the North (Evers & Gerke, 2004; Melber, 2015). The idea of knowledge gaps however 

implies that knowledge produced by the North is much more relevant than knowledge produced 

by the South. Indeed, academia privileges knowledge from the North over knowledge from the 

South (Santos, 2014). In the area of development cooperation, when Northern paradigms are 

used to solve Southern problems, this is equally problematic. Although ‘participation’ and 

‘ownership’ have been internationally accepted norms for partnerships within development 

cooperation and development policy (see: OECD, 2008), knowledge-related activities such as 

technology transfer and capacity development are essentially activities that aim at knowledge 

flows from knowledgeable, i.e. Northern partners, to those partners in the South who need to 

‘catch up’ knowledge-wise, thus following a Western / Northern model of development and 

modernity (Shamsavari, 2007; Smith, 2009).  

Shifting global power constellations as well as the need to reassess sustainable development 
as a global endeavour underline the importance of opening up towards modes of cooperation 
that enable a co-production of knowledge. To overcome traditional biases between the North 
and the South in terms of knowledge, alternative methods of creating knowledge are needed. 
Transnational knowledge cooperation could be one possible pathway to achieve a more equal 
knowledge production which ensures the emergence of relevant and legitimate knowledge for 
sustainable development in both the global North as well as the global South. 

 

3.2 Challenges of transdisciplinarity 

Three main aspects characterise transdisciplinary knowledge cooperation: 1) It is action-

oriented and focusses on real-world problems; 2) It involves academic as well as non-

academic actors, thereby bridging the boundaries between science and society and 

acknowledging knowledge beyond academic knowledge (e.g. practical knowledge, local 

knowledge, traditional knowledge); 3) it is participatory, explorative and open to a variety of 

methods.  

Many scholars working in the field of transformation studies and sustainable development 

support transdisciplinary approaches because they transcend silo-thinking and yield at 

implementable solutions for real-world challenges. In this perspective, complex and contested 

challenges cannot be addressed successfully by single disciplines or academic knowledge 

alone (Siebenhüner 2018: 117; Schneidewind et al., 2016, p.4; Stehr, 2018, p. 314; Agrarwal, 

1995; Antweiler, 1998; Nyong, Adesina & Elasha 2007; Sillitoe 2007).  

The integration of a multitude of actors and their different bodies and types of knowledge, as 

well as their diverging mindsets, values, norms, interests as well as terminology and language 

is however challenging. Transdisciplinary work demands from participants an open mindset, 

reflexivity and the willingness to question taken for granted assumptions. It also requires the 

capability to deal with uncertainty and to explore non-defined and new approaches for 

knowledge production and problem-solving. Different actors will need to learn to understand 

each other’s language, working methods and perspectives. And as in other types of 
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transnational North-South cooperation, such as development cooperation, power structures 

can result in counterproductive dynamics. A literature review on conflicts in transdisciplinary 

research identifies four main challenges of transdisciplinarity (Siebenhüner 2018, p. 120ff): 1) 

Differing values can result in different understandings about problem framing, problem analysis 

and prioritizing solutions; 2) Conflicting (economic) interests can impede the definition of a joint 

purpose. Dominant interests can also result in an exclusion of certain problem solving options; 

3) Dissimilar claims of legitimacy occur when the knowledge generation and learning process 

is regarded as biased, side-lining specific actors or failing to integrate some bodies of 

knowledge; 4) Diverse knowledge claims follow from differences in epistemic understandings 

and diverging claims of truth. 

 

3.3 Challenges of cooperating within transformative knowledge networks  

The rationale behind knowledge networks is the assumption that knowledge sharing, joint 

knowledge production and combined strategies of knowledge dissemination make each 

network member stronger and more impactful than it would be alone (Creech & Williard 2001, 

p. 2). The reality of cooperating within transformative knowledge networks however is 

demanding for several reasons. For network members, network activities will often be extra 

work and will therefore not be amongst their top priorities. The bigger the size and geographical 

stretch of a network, the more difficult it is to create a sense of familiarity and build trust 

amongst the members. Without regular attention, inputs and activities, the involvement of 

members declines and there is a risk of the network falling apart. Furthermore, the network 

activities have to be evaluated and orchestrated in order to avoid fragmentation or duplication 

(Teller & Longmuß, 2007).  

In order to live up to expectations of transformation, knowledge networks therefore need a 

clear purpose. If the benefits for the members are not clear, they will not be motivated to 

participate actively in the network. And without clear purpose and objectives, targeted activities 

to create impact cannot be developed. 

Knowledge networks also need a membership base that is relevant. Members of the network 

should have a shared commitment for the objectives and be able to provide relevant 

contributions to the area of work based on their expertise and reputation (GIZ,.2015, p. 41). In 

a similar way, the involvement of relevant external stakeholders is important to increase the 

network’s impact.  

To a very large extent, the quality of a network depends on its leadership. Trust, transparency 

and good management are regarded as preconditions for successful work (GIZ, 2015, p. 57ff.) 

 

4. Research design and methodology 
 

In order to fil the current knowledge gap about knowledge production in transnational 
transdisciplinary networks, we choose a qualitative, explorative research approach to 
understand transnational knowledge networks from the perspective of actors within the 
network, informed by our constructivist understanding of social reality. We will make use of 
qualitative social research methods and rely on a case study design for generating empirical 
data. In an interpretative approach, the research topic will be addressed by collecting data 
which reveals the emic perceptions of the interviewees and participants (Krumm, 2009).  

Using the Managing Global Governance (MGG) Network hosted by the Deutsches Institut für 
Entwicklungspolitik / German Development Institute (DIE) as a case study, we aim to gain 
empirical insights on the proposed questions. The MGG Network provides a platform for 
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training, knowledge cooperation and policy dialogue. It brings together actors of governmental 
and non-governmental organisations from rising powers and Germany with the objective to 
contribute to the implementation of the 2030 Agenda through creating knowledge and 
partnerships at eye level. The MGG Network thereby also aims to transform international 
processes, such as global governance, by bridging the gaps between industrialised countries 
and rising powers. The network provides spaces that allow mutual learning and equal 
partnerships to grow. It fosters inclusive stakeholder dialogues among scholars, industry, 
politics and civil society. A core assumption of the MGG Network is that functional global 
collective action, such as global governance for sustainability, is possible if it is knowledge-
based, trustful, fair, mutually benefitting and emerges from dialogue.  

To analyse the research questions in view of knowledge production and partnership in the 
MGG Network, we aim to collect data from multiple sources, such as in qualitative, semi-
structured interviews, participant observation of network meetings and conferences, focus 
group interviews as well as through the analysis of documents. We thereby wish to generate 
qualitative data on emic perceptions, including tacit knowledge and beliefs (Neuman, 2006). 
By using several methods of data collection, we aim to produce rich qualitative data, provide 
internal validity and add legitimacy to generalizing the research results. The data obtained will 
be examined in view of accuracy, authenticity, trustworthiness, plausibility as well as 
consistency (Neuman, 2006). In addition to allowing to check for these criteria of qualitative 
validity and reliability, this inter- and between method triangulation also generates additional 
data which gives additional depth to the study and will allow to search for additional 
explanations (Jick, 1979). It will thus allow detecting differing perceptions on transformative 
knowledge generation in networks across the MGG network participants and enable us to find 
common explanations. 

The research is laid out in an inductive design, following an approach inspired by Grounded 
Theory (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). It follows that our current conceptual understandings of 
transformative knowledge production have to be continuously reassessed in view of their 
relevance and validity towards the subject of research, while empirical data is generated. In 
the process, our preliminary theoretical assumptions will be adjusted and sharpened in order 
to explain the findings adequately. After the phase of data collection, data analysis will be 
carried out using ATLAS.TI, while at the same time we will set the findings into the frame of 
broader academic literature and theories (Eisenhardt, 1989; Mikkelsen, 2005). 

In order to carry out the proposed research project, the cooperation with the participants of the 
MGG network is essential. In order to “walk the talk” of knowledge co-creation, we aim to 
include partners of the MGG-Network in the research project as equal partners. MGG 
participants will be approached and asked for cooperation as partners in research, the 
research questions will be discussed and modified according to the diverse interests. In view 
of participant observation of events, as well as interviews, the coordinators of different thematic 
strands of the network – as gatekeepers – will be asked for consent and to host us. Within the 
proposed research project, the objectives of participant observation will be entirely disclosed 
to gatekeepers and other participants, who will thus be aware of the research process 
(Neuman, 2006).  

This is especially important as the topic of research involves financial dependencies of the 
network participants from DIE funds in view of network activities. It is thus essential to ensure 
anonymity of the participants if they prefer not to be recognized. This might require some efforts 
in disguising case studies and interviewees in the later writing process. In addition, our own 
position within the network requires special attention to questions of positionality and reflexivity 
of research (Yanow, 2006). Our position within the network demands for reflection on two 
levels: first, as facilitator of the network, and second, as an actor from the North. We aim to 
make our interests, point of view and position in the network as well as in society transparent 
in order to make the interpretation and the reconstruction process more understandable, and 
thus more objective (Rothfuß & Dörfler, 2013, p. 25). As a scientist from the North doing 
research with or about the Global South, we are always part of a ´dominant culture of rulers´, 
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even if we actively try to obtain oppressive structures (Rothfuß, 2009, p. 178). In order to 
overcome this dilemma, we try to make our positionality transparent as much as possible, treat 
the researched subjects, as well as our partners and their social reality with respect, reflecting 
on challenges and principles of cooperation and interaction as part of the research process.  

The research project will follow the overall principle of ethics in research – to maintain the 
integrity of informants and do no harm (Cresswell, 1998).  
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